Colombian Organic Coffee Brands
By: www.BuyOrganicCoffee.org
Colombian coffee is widely acclaimed to some of the best coffee in the world. But what about Colombian
organic coffee brands and Colombian coffee brands for standard Colombian Arabica coffee? Any coffee grown
in Colombia qualifies for Juan Valdez designation, meaning that the Colombian Coffee Growers Association
certifies it as 100% Colombian. Coffee from Colombia is good and healthy organic coffee from Colombia is
excellent. Think of some of the best organic coffee in the world and think of Juan Valdez, certified and
Colombian, organic coffee from the Colombian Cafetero.

Juan Valdez Colombian Coffee
The Juan Valdez trade name came from the Colombian Coffee Growers Association more than half a century
ago. It is meant to give the buyer assurance that the coffee they purchase is 100% Colombian. Although there
is a popular Juan Valdez coffee house chain in Colombia the name Juan Valdez is simply meant to guarantee
100% Colombian content. Within Colombia Juan Valdez only has to do with the coffee house chain as regular
Arabica and organic coffee in Colombia is grown in Colombia.
This table lists Colombian organic coffee brands available in the Colombian Cafetero. Prices are retail in
Colombian Pesos and the US dollar equivalents are based on the late 2021 exchange rate of around 3,600
Colombian Pesos to the US dollar. Purchasing Juan Valdez organic coffee, that is to say Colombian organic
coffee brands, is easy in Colombia and is easy if it has been exported from Colombia. However, getting
Colombian organic coffee brands sent from Colombia can be difficult unless you have help from someone who
is already in Colombia.

Obtaining Colombian Organic Coffee Brands from Colombia
Two things have made it easier to get coffee from Colombia. The more-than-half-century civil war is largely
over. And three years ago the government made it easier for small producers to export their coffee. In our
recent article about getting fresh coffee from Colombia we offered to send local coffee brands purchased retail
in Colombia to the USA via normal mail. The limit is 2 kg before you need an export license to do this.
If you are visiting Colombia and want to bring coffee back with you, that is still possible. Thus, if you are going
to fly out of Manizales, Pereira, Medellin, Cali, or Bogotá expect to have your bags searched for drugs as a large
drug-sniffing police dog sits by. The office will pin prick any bags of coffee that you are carrying and test with a
mechanical “sniffer” if not the large pooch at his side. If you decide that you would like to forego this
experience and mail your coffee back home you will have to abide by the 2 kg per shipment rule.
For more insights and useful information about organic coffee, visit www.BuyOrganicCoffee.org
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